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‘Alive and Present’: Theatresports and
Contemporary Live Performance1

matthijs engelberts

Theatresports have been played for several decades now, and the form can claim international

acceptance. This success is best viewed against the background of theatre’s position in contemporary

art and society. This form of theatre markedly takes advantage of the specificity of theatre, of its

immediacy, of the fact that it is ‘live’ art. The improvisational matches thereby stress to what extent

the ‘live’ aspect of theatrical performance has become distinctive in the domain of art. Moreover,

theatresports highlight the social nature of theatre to such an extent that they probe the boundaries

between the artistic and the social fields. By privileging the social event theatresports turn to advantage

an aspect that allows theatre to buttress its position in competition with screen media.

Given the dearth of research on theatresports, it is practically impossible to provide an
exhaustive or even near-exhaustive picture of the international dissemination of this
immensely popular improvisatory theatrical form.2 The website3 of the International
Theatresports Institute (ITI) – the existence of such an institute alone is an indication
of the quantitative importance of this sort of theatre – lists the groups that have been
‘licensed’ by the ITI, which acts on behalf of the founder of theatresports, Keith Johnstone:
six groups in Canada, fourteen in the United States, one in Australia and four in New
Zealand; two in South America; one in Hong Kong and three in Japan; and finally
thirteen in Europe, of which six make their home in Germany. But this is without doubt
only a small fraction of the operating groups. An article in Theater Heute (by Silvia
Stammen)4 about the German theatresports championship reports the existence of over
twenty groups in Germany in 1996 – and none of the five teams mentioned in the article
as participating in the ‘3. Deutsche Meisterschaft im Theatersport’ is on the list of the
ITI. In 2002 the Dutch theatresports association, Theatersport Vereniging Amsterdam
(TVA), organized its eighth International Improvisation Theatre Festival in Amsterdam,
at which all teams played theatresports matches. None of the four participating teams5

in the eighth edition of this week-long international festival is on the ITI list – nor is TVA
the only theatresports group in Amsterdam, let alone in Holland.6 Taken together, these
figures clearly indicate that it is safe to conclude that theatresports ‘matches’ are very
frequently organized – although to date their spread has been limited almost exclusively
to what are called ‘economically developed’ countries. Moreover, theatresports do not
seem an ephemeral phenomenon: this kind of performance has existed since the 1970s,
and the international dissemination has been noticeable since the 1980s.
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Despite their popularity, theatresports have not attracted any serious attention
from researchers: international data-bases are still silent about the phenomenon.7 The
‘deviant’ form of this improvisational theatrical contest, its improvisational nature,8

the predominantly ‘amateur’ status of theatresports, and the fact that this theatrical
form transgresses the bounds of the artistic domain to which theatre is usually limited,
especially in economically developed societies, may be the main reasons for this neglect.
However, the widespread popularity, the exceptional nature of the phenomenon, and
the unusual liveliness of the sessions demand serious enquiry into theatresports as a
significant development in contemporary theatre.

Two characteristics of this improvisatory theatre are especially interesting: the live
interaction which is exploited in a way that reaches far beyond what interactivity in the
media can achieve in the current technical conditions; and the fact that, in addition to its
artistic goal, it seems to fulfil several social functions, mainly in small-scale, short-lived
communities. Complaints about ‘bad’ acting, which are sometimes made by professional
critics who only occasionally indulge in watching theatresports, cannot be considered an
appropriate, overall evaluation of this kind of theatre. It is worth noting that in ancient
Greece and in medieval societies members (mostly non-professional actors) of small to
medium-scale communities acted out before the other members the social and psychic
nodal preoccupations of their communities in the form of more or less standard and
immediately recognizable plots, sometimes in a kind of contest – a form of theatre found
in non-Western societies as well. Today, communities – particularly in the ‘developed
world’ – have changed radically, and thus the preoccupations and the stories; the locus
and importance in society of acting on the live stage, and the modes of interaction have
also changed. These transformations obviously affect specific forms of direct theatrical
expression in an eminently social, live gathering, which, even in a predominantly
specialized Western society, largely transcend the boundaries of the artistic. It is therefore
important to take account of such contemporary theatrical events, which, as I hope to
show, reveal much about the current position of theatre in the arts and in society.

I would like to state clearly that my aim here is not to describe (forms, groups, nature
and themes of the improvised scenes, history), nor to extensively define theatresports
(although obviously it is indispensable to outline a working definition and to sketch the
phenomenon tentatively). The approach in this article is rather theoretical, in the sense
that I would like to examine what the success of this kind of theatrical event shows about
live performing arts in contemporary conditions – what it reveals about theatre today.
This question is certainly wide-ranging, but on the other hand it would be quite odd if
the undeniable success of theatresports were to some extent be indicative of structural
features of the field of contemporary theatrical performance. After a few preliminary
remarks (I), I would like to concentrate on two of these characteristics: the live nature of
performance, its ‘immediacy’ (II), and its distinctive social quality (III).

I

But first, what are theatresports? In order to avoid for the moment the problems
surrounding the definition of concepts like ‘theatre’ and ‘performance’, the best way
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Fig. 1 Two judges at the eighth International Improvisation Theatre Festival in Amsterdam, organized by
TVA in November 2002. (Photo: Mathieu van den Berk.)

to describe operationally this particular kind of event is to particularize its process, the
way it takes place. Generally speaking, it is a form of improvisational theatre in which
two teams compete with each other in front of an audience. Each team, usually consisting
of about four players, challenges the other to perform a particular kind of scene in turn.
Details about the scene are provided to the teams, usually by asking the audience to give
suggestions about the characters, for instance, or the setting of the action (where does
it take place?), or a title. After the completion of a scene by a team, costumed judges,
two or three as a rule, award points to the team (for such aspects of their performance
as technique and content) (fig. 1). The second team plays its improvised scene (the
same challenge but different suggestions), and the judges again award their points.
The spectators are then asked to give their opinion by shouting the name of their
favourite team, for instance, or by raising a card with the colour of the team, and the
audience’s favourite team is awarded extra points. During the performance, the spectators
can throw (plastic) roses to the actor or team they particularly like, and sponges at the
judge(s) with whom they disagree (fig. 2).9 Quite often, the scenes are accompanied by
an improvising musician. After a series of challenges, the team that has the highest score
is named the winner of the ‘evening’. A commentator or ‘master of ceremonies’ (MC)
guides the audience through the performance.
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Fig. 2 Actor, rose, sponge and score-board at the eighth International Improvisation Theatre Festival in
Amsterdam. (Photo: Valentijn Sessink.)

Theatresports are thus improvisational theatre in that a series of (fictional) events
(a ‘story’) that is not known before the actual performance, is enacted by actors in front
of an audience. It will be clear that ‘events which are not known before the performance’
applies to the players as well as to the audience; the performance is not improvisational
in the sense of having been conceived by improvising actors during rehearsals. That kind
of theatre is what is sometimes called ‘improvisation-based’, as opposed to ‘text-based’,
performance. In the 1960s and 1970s one could find many different forms of this kind
of theatre (of which some continue to be produced) such as the first productions of
Mnouchkine’s Théâtre du Soleil, the Dutch Werkteater, and several kinds of political
theatre and community theatre.10 In the creative process that precedes this type of
performance, improvisation is used to devise the show, but the actual performance in
this kind of theatre is nearly always a shaped product that reaches a final and more or
less fixed form before it is presented to the audience. Theatresports, on the contrary, are
improvisational in that the performance itself is largely improvised during the play of
the performers on stage (even though ‘old material’11 is sometimes used). It is thus in
fact a particular form of ‘impro’ theatre, or ‘improv’, which evolved into a professional
public form from the late 1950s onward. Unlike theatresports, impro has attracted some
attention from researchers: there are not only practical, but also other, especially historical
accounts, such as a history of the Compass, the first professional impro theatre group,
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founded in Chicago in 1955 by David Shepherd and Paul Sills, who later directed Second
City.12 Since theatresports are a special kind of impro theatre, a ‘genre’ or ‘format’
so to speak, it is not surprising that comedy tends to dominate theatresports, as it
does most improv shows. Nor is it surprising that theatresports often can be found in
combination with other types of improv: groups may practise different genres and thus
not specialize exclusively in theatresports, and shows may consist of different genres,
with a theatresports match before the break, for instance, and a ‘long form’ after the
break.13 Nevertheless, it is useful to consider theatresports per se. On a theoretical level,
this form differs from other kinds of impro theatre, most noticeably because of the
particular competitive element that is part of the performance, making this genre easily
identifiable. Indeed impro shows commonly use audience suggestions and volunteers,
but other forms of interaction are specific to theatresports, such as the roses and sponges,
cheering and booing the judges, voting, and interaction led by the MC who has a central
role in orchestrating the event. Furthermore, historically theatresports developed parallel
to, but separate from, other improvisational performances, such as other forms of public
impro theatre and stand-up comedy, and it thus does not seem to be a direct offshoot
of another specific genre of improvisational (performing) art. Moreover, on a practical
and contemporary level, the diffusion of theatresports has been such that its popularity
alone would justify an in-depth study of the phenomenon.

II

Is it possible to understand the success of this kind of theatrical event? In what light
should it be considered if we want to understand its popularity, and thus, eventually, its
position in the field of performance today? The most striking feature of theatresports
is probably the degree to which this form utilizes the fact that theatre is a live art: it
rests, obviously, on the simultaneous presence of performers and audience in the same
space. It is the ‘immediacy’14 of theatre that theatresports exploit to a remarkable extent
by diversifying and intensifying the communication between live performers and their
audience. The spectators cooperate with the players by consciously communicating (and
being invited to communicate) verbally and nonverbally over the course of the event, and
thus collaborate in creating the performance of which they are a constitutive element,
not only as ‘recipients’ of the theatrical artefact but also as active participants who shape
the performance and the event of which it is a part. The term ‘interactive’ nowadays
suggests primarily computer and media communication, that is, what might be called
communication through technical devices. The term is hardly ever used for non-media
communication. However, it is clear that in theatresports it is precisely the high level of
‘non-mediatized’ interactivity that forms the basis for its utilization of the immediacy of
theatrical communication.

This interactivity – the different kinds of communication between the performers
and the audience – can be illustrated by an examination of the details (in more or less
chronological order) of a theatresports match. Roses are distributed when the audience
enters the theatre (a special form of greeting the audience by the performers, one could
say) (fig. 3) and these are thrown on the stage during the performance to honour a
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Fig. 3 Emcee distributing roses to the audience at the eighth International Improvisation Theatre Festival
in Amsterdam. (Photo: Valentijn Sessink.)

player or a team. Before the ‘contest’ starts, the game is explained to the audience, and
this usually involves the MC posing questions to the audience and responses from the
audience. There may also be a ‘warm-up’ of the audience, guided by the MC that may
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Fig. 4 Two actors collecting written suggestions from the audience at the eighth International
Improvisation Theatre Festival in Amsterdam. (Photo: Valentijn Sessink.)

include some kind of exchange between the spectators – shaking hands with somebody
next to you whom you do not know, for instance.15 Moist sponges are distributed,
generally by throwing them into the audience to be caught. Usually everybody ends
up having about the same number of sponges, which also supposes a specific kind of
communication between the individual members of the audience. The ‘tossing’ – or
establishing the order of performance – is sometimes done by using the presence of the
audience, for instance by staging mini-competitions such as: ‘which team is the first
to find the youngest member of the audience’. Cheering and booing are part of the
performance event; the judges wearing robes are traditionally booed as soon as they are
introduced, and the teams may be cheered right from the start when they are introduced
by the commentator. Moreover, volunteers from the audience are used – maybe only
about once or twice every night, but this still blurs the distinction between performers
and audience. And the audience, of course, is asked to give suggestions for the scenes
(fig. 4) and votes at the end of each challenge.16 Much more frequently and radically than
in the huge majority of theatrical performances (and of sports matches), the audience
intervenes in and influences the course of the event.

Immediacy: the foundation of theatresports is the fact that theatrical communi-
cation is live and direct, that it does not depend on, and thus does not necessarily use,
relayed communication. This feature of theatre is clearly an important one in a situation
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in which dramatic performance is, in economically developed societies, the major form
of art and entertainment that still rests predominantly and constitutively on direct live
communication in a field that has progressively become ‘mediatized’ in the course of
the twentieth century. Nowadays, in the domain of art and entertainment, theatre, along
with dance, is the only widely and frequently practised art, whether high or not, which
depends on live communication – that is, communication between human beings in the
same place who are in direct contact with each other. Other live arts, such as circus arts
or oral poetry and narrative, on the one hand, and beauty contests and fashion shows, on
the other, can not be considered ‘major’ kinds of performances from a quantitative point
of view – they simply do not occur as often and as widely as theatre (‘ live enactment’).
Interestingly, the other major art that is still structurally performed live, music, has a
much more symbiotic relation with mediatized communication than theatre. Music has
seen the extension of its domain as a result of the application of recording techniques
appropriate for music (much like sports, which have likewise witnessed a noticeable
increase of their impact due to broadcasting). Theatre on the contrary has entered into
competition with the arts that arose from the recording technology – the camera – that is
most suited to theatre. Film, television, and video are indeed widely regarded as other arts,
not as a continuation of theatre. Music and sports, on the other hand, have not given birth
to this kind of independent spectral double. The live aspect of theatre has accordingly
become more prominent, precisely because of the absence of live communication in
theatre’s twin arts, cinema and television. Theatresports, in turn, highlight this distinctive
feature of theatrical performance in modern society: theatresports performances bring
into prominence the contemporary specificity of theatre, its current position in the
artistic field, its ‘live locus’.

The particular focus on liveness characteristic of theatresports make it an important
performance form in the context of recent discussions where the distinction between
live and mediatized events have been contested. In the field of performance studies,
Philip Auslander in particular has tried to contest the opposition between ‘liveness’ and
mediatization. He convincingly points out that many live performances use different
forms of media, that media and live performance influence each other, and that in some
cases, especially in contemporary popular music, the live performance recreates the
recorded standard (whether audio or video). Moreover, Auslander is right in stressing
the fact that champions of live arts tend to ascribe qualities to liveness in terms that
have little to do with an overall analysis of the position of these arts in modern society;
live arts are thus in some cases mythicized – and the apologists accumulate ‘symbolic
capital’. But Auslander’s more radical claim is that ‘live performance cannot be shown
to be . . . ontologically different from mediatized forms’.17 Indeed Auslander repeatedly
mentions the contested ‘ontological characteristics’; however, the pages devoted to a
sustained analysis and critique of the characteristics of the opposition are few.18 In
contrast to explicit statements such as the one quoted above, the focus seems to be
less on the so-called ‘ontological’ difference, but predominantly on the valuation of the
terms, that is on the overrating of liveness. The following sentence, taken from Auslander’s
conclusion, is revealing in this respect. After having stated once more that ‘there is little
basis for convincing distinctions’ between live performance and mediatized forms, the
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author concludes: ‘Therefore, ontological analysis does not provide a basis for privileging
live performance.’ Two different stances towards the distinction are presented as one: the
question whether there is a difference, and the question whether one of the terms is to
be privileged. For Auslander, ‘ontology’ seems thus to imply a preference, as if making
a distinction necessarily implies attributing greater value to one of the terms. His attack
on the valuation of liveness is interesting and invigorating, but his effort to prove that
there is no difference between live and non-live forms is disappointing.19 Demonstrating
that live and mediatized forms influence each other, or that they can be mixed, does
not prove that there is no difference between them. It is thus not surprising that, for all
his repudiation of the ‘intrinsic characteristics of live and mediatized forms’, Auslander
himself constantly distinguishes sharply between what is live and what is mediatized,20

without explaining how he is able to do so if there is no basis for a distinction. I agree
partly that the distinction is not ‘immutable’ but ‘determined by cultural and historical
contingencies’;21 however, this means one would need to specify in detail for each case
on what grounds one decides what aspect of an art or particular work is live and what
is mediatized. Auslander omits this, partly because, contrary to his claim about the
absence of ‘intrinsic characteristics’, his focus is not on the distinction itself, but on the
hierarchization of the terms. As for theatresports, this kind of performance shows clearly
what possibilities liveness offers to performers and audience. This intense use of the live
nature of theatrical performance may or may not have originated as a reaction to the
progressive mediatization of modern society; the structure of this kind of performance
may or may not have influenced the ensuing development of those media products
which try for instance to integrate audience response (by incorporating voting into such
televised contests as Big Brother or Idols, for example). The fact remains, however, that
theatresports saliently exploit the possibilities of the live situation in the contemporary
context.

One can legitimately speculate whether ever before in the history of theatre
the immediacy of dramatic communication has been exploited so diversely and so
structurally in public performances.22 Naturally, there have been historic forms of
improvisational theatre; the standard example is the commedia dell’ arte. However,
that form certainly did not imply the same frequency, range and intensity of exchanges
between stage and audience. The same holds true for contemporary improvisational
theatre other than theatresports: the latter structurally offer the most possibilities for
the audience to communicate with the performers and with the spectators, to intervene,
and hence to determine the course of the event. Even the participation of the audience
in theatrical events like the ‘happening’ does not seem to have structurally provoked
the range of communication and participation between audience and players one
finds in theatresports. In non-Western forms of improvisational theatre, such as the
Indian Karyala which includes dance and music, ‘actors and audience get involved
in conversation’; the audience offers money during the performance and the actors
thank them, or songs may be sung with the audience. However, during this open-air
‘revue’ that lasts until dawn, ‘the spectacles performed . . . are more or less the same
everywhere’,23 and the audience does not decide the course of the enacted story, nor
does it judge who is the ‘winner’. In fact, when one considers the three basic features of
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theatresports – improvisation, the competitive aspect (bout/repartee), and audience
participation both in the form of suggestions and of (contributing to) designating
the winner – these features may only have previously occurred simultaneously in oral
poetry. Indeed, the medieval French tenson, as broadly defined by Pierre Bec, is ‘the
performance of a veritable poetic match [which] generally takes place in front of an
audience that participates in the exchange, appreciates (or not) the contributions, and
finally serves as judge’.24 In the history of theatre such forms seem not to have been well
documented, although there may certainly have been isolated cases that are more radical
than theatresports. Stendhal gives the example of a soldier shooting the actor playing
Othello in Racine and Shakespeare! And it is well known that in nineteenth-century
Italy, certain performances of Verdi’s operas provoked nationalist riots.25 Moreover,
non-public performances such as psychodrama can lead to diversified and intense
‘audience’ participation. But unscripted theatre of the kind theatresports offer in public
performances does not depend on exceptional circumstances for its intense bi-directional
communication between the stage and the audience, nor does it call forth a limited range
of reactions in the audience. It constitutively depends on a diverse range of frequent
audience involvement.

If indeed theatresports highlight the locus of theatre in the modern artistic field, it
is interesting to find a remarkable similarity between the ideas on theatre expressed by
a contemporary author of scripted theatre like Sarah Kane and the principles on which
the phenomenon of theatresports is grounded:

I decided on theatre because it’s live art. The direct communication with an audience

I really like. When I go to a film, it doesn’t matter what I do. It makes no difference.

But when you go to the theatre, and you just cough, it may alter a performance. As a

member of an audience I like the fact that I can change a performance. As a writer I

like the fact that no performance will ever be the same.26

For Kane, the possibility of direct communication between the audience and the
performers is what makes theatre interesting – in other words, the immediacy of live
performance.

It’s always been the form I love most because it’s live. There’s always going to be a

relationship between the material and the audience that you don’t really get with a film.

I mean with the film I wrote, Skin, people can walk out or change channels or whatever,

it doesn’t make any difference to the performance. But with Blasted, when people got

up and walked out it was actually part of the whole experience of it. And I like that, it’s

a completely reciprocal relationship between the play and the audience.27

‘A completely reciprocal relationship between the play and the audience’: this is a
description of scripted theatre, but the ideal which reverberates in these words is, it
seems to me, not really attainable in scripted theatre – maybe not even in improvisational
theatre, and not even if it demands audience participation to the extent that theatresports
do. Nonetheless the ideal voiced by Kane does underscore to what extent current writers
of scripted theatre and performance practitioners28 of improvisational theatre alike tend
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to stress the importance for theatre of the fact that, as a live art, it presents possibilities
of direct communication between audience and performers that should be used.

It is also striking that a description of the history of theatre in the entire twentieth
century, offered by such an influential theatre reformer as Eugenio Barba, concurs with
what can be said about theatresports. In his essay ‘The Essence of Theatre’, Barba claims
that all innovations in twentieth-century theatre spring mainly from one source, namely
‘the need to feel alive and present’.

More than anything else there was an urgent need to fight the sensation of loss – a loss

of existence. The word ‘existence’ has to be taken literally: a capacity to be, to feel alive

and present, and to pass this essential quality on to the spectator . . . to engender a vital

condition that permeates every level of a performance starting with the basic one: the

art of the actor.29

The concept of a ‘vital condition’ that Barba describes has obviously not been formulated
with a view to the kind of improvisational theatre we find in theatresports. However,
it is noticeable that the terms can serve as a definition of what is ultimately at stake
in theatresports: ‘a capacity to feel alive and present and to pass this essential quality
on to the spectator’. This striking parallel is, ultimately, not surprising: if theatresports
indeed lay bare a significant characteristic of theatre in modern society, it would on
the contrary be astonishing if they were the sole theatrical form in which the live
locus of theatre is tangible. ‘Today, the question of the audience seems to be the most
important and difficult one to face’, wrote Peter Brook in 1968, in his chapter ‘The
Immediate Theatre’; and in this ‘immediate’ theatre, which he recommends, ‘there is
only a practical difference between actor and audience, not a fundamental one’.30 There
are remarkable differences, but also a remarkable convergence in the way the immediacy
of theatre is foregrounded by a wide range of theorists and practitioners of contemporary
performance.

It might be objected at this point that the parallel between these contemporary
reflections on theatre and the improvisational form called theatresports only underscores
that the ‘art of theatre’ as a whole has gone through a paradigm shift. It is well-known
that in the course of the twentieth century, the live element of any kind of ‘performance’,
whether contemporary or not , has indeed been brought to the fore, as opposed to a view
of theatre as an art of interpretation, as execution of a dramatic text. It is true, obviously,
that theatresports are a manifestation of this shift of paradigm, which has occurred both
in dramatic practice and in the theory of theatre. It should be noted, however, that
theatresports are not simply one of the examples of the significance of this shift. Because
of their pronounced, intense use of the immediacy of the theatrical event, theatresports
are an exceptional and revealing example of the shift to live performance, and as such the
matches pre-eminently exemplify an important aspect of what attracts certain modern
authors of scripted theatre and practitioners of performance alike in theatre today.
At the same time, it is important to add that there is no noticeable revolutionary
fervour in theatresports, as there has been in earlier or even contemporaneous forms of
‘experimental’ performance. There is for instance no rejection of the basic pretence of
‘traditional’ theatre; no refusal of the ‘illusion’ of the fiction, as in performance art or body
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art; no austere revolutionary goal to ‘undo’ and recreate theatre, to arrive for instance at
something like a ‘nonsemiotic performance’, to quote a term devised for experimental
theatre forms like happenings.31 Referentiality, narrativity, even psychology, categories
eschewed by countless innovative currents in twentieth-century theatre, reappear in
theatresports.

III

Thus far I have presented theatresports as part of the artistic field. However, this theatrical
phenomenon clearly transcends the boundaries of the artistic – probably much more so,
in practice, than do other forms of performance programmatically devised to free theatre
from the precinct of art, such as political theatre. Given the pronounced social nature
of this improvisational form, its artistic qualities coexist and are in fact inextricably
linked with other goals. The social potential of theatresports is best described as being
twofold. Apart from their use as a developmental, formative, social and psychic tool
for the performers, which will be discussed below, theatresports in public performances
have a marked social quality due to the heightened social awareness they produce.
Indeed one could say theatresports events temporarily create a ‘flash’ community. The
communication between the performers and the audience, and their collaboration in an
event, the course of which is decided on the spot, makes the group of performers and
spectators susceptible to a noticeable increase in social cohesion. The communicative
atmosphere that is produced by the multiple occasions and invitations to participate in
the course of and in the outcome of the event bring about a heightened awareness
of the fact that the audience and the performers are going through an experience
together.32 Theatresports thus markedly bring to the fore the social nature of theatrical
performance.

Theatre, of course, always creates to a certain extent a form of community in
the audience. Marvin Carlson, for instance, underscores at the end of his Performance:
A Critical Introduction that what is ‘important in defining the particular quality and
power of “theatrical” performance . . . is that such performance is experienced by
an individual who is also part of a group, so that social relations are built into the
experience itself ’. For him, this brings ‘the experience inevitably into the realm of
the political and the social’.33 It seems to me disputable that (theatrical) performance
is always ‘inevitably political’ simply because the audience is collective; and I would
also not defend the idea that each and every theatrical performance necessarily makes
the spectator experience the ‘inevitably social’ nature of the audience more than any
other (non-theatrical) group activity (for instance, shopping). Moreover, mediatized
art or events can also create a (sense of) community, as Auslander has pointed out.34

Theatresports events as a specific form of theatrical performance, however, undoubtedly
capitalize on the social nature of theatre that is so often postulated; and they do so
to such an extent that one can say they create temporary communities. In a largely
individualized contemporary ‘Western’ society, these events produce a flash community,
an instantaneous and short-term social framework: groups of people who do not know
each other yet in a group setting. There is, firstly, no individualized social control
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exerted by a community pre-existing the performance. In such a short-lived community
composed of those who freely decide to gather and who stay together only for the
performance, there is, secondly, no risk of the individual being encapsulated in a
social structure experienced as ‘limiting’. Moreover, the flash communities are usually
rather small groups35 of individuals – contrary to mass communication which creates
undifferentiated and boundless groups, or to sports matches and concerts of pop music
which tend to merge large groups of spectators – and the social framework does not
blunt initiative or prescribe only a limited number of fixed roles. It is therefore not
surprising that Johnstone has recourse to the concept of a ‘party’ when he describes what
a successful theatresports event should be like. The use of this metaphor is obviously partly
promotional, but it also indicates the importance of the intense social nature of this kind
of theatrical performance. Other terms, like ‘togetherness’ and being welded into ‘one
creature’,36 also point to the increase in social cohesion, without highlighting the sudden,
free, brief, active and participatory quality of the ‘community’ inherent in the ‘party’
concept. But whatever the usefulness of these epithets, it seems possible to conclude
that theatresports utilizes theatre as a cohesive social force; as a way of countering the
disappearance of small-scale communities37 in modern society, but in a manner that
radically rejects those aspects of (fixed) communities that have led to the process of
individualization.

As we have noticed, the social function of theatresports is not limited however to
the fact that it calls into being a short-term community. It is clear from the writings
of Keith Johnstone, and also from the history of non-public improvisational theatre
(whether one considers the psychodrama developed by Moreno in the interwar years,
or the independent sociological counterpart inspired by Neva Boyd’s work in the same
period) that theatresports have what can be called a ‘therapeutic’ or better, ‘educational’38

or ‘formative’ function in that for the players participation can be a form of social
education. Johnstone occasionally uses the epithet ‘therapeutic’, but more often writes
about improving ‘interpersonal skills’ and ‘human interaction’.39 Such goals are possible,
simply, because theatre is live communication: between the stage and the audience, as we
have already observed; but also on stage, between the enacted ‘characters’, and at the same
time between the players as such. For these two reasons, theatre is the most eminently
social art. Therefore it can readily be used, and has been used as a formative instrument
in communication in social relations. However, this is a very general remark, and the
question should in fact point to a more specific relation. Why do theatresports, and the
history of improvisational theatre in general, make this feature of theatre so apparent?
Why is it that this development in theatre, the use of its potential as a social formative
instrument, comes to the fore in the present time? How does the form of theatre that
flourishes in theatresports today blend its specialized artistic function with this specific
social function?

Many factors could be mentioned here, among which one should probably count the
growing importance of psychology and sociology in the course of the twentieth century,
and, independently, the reflexive turn of the modernist spirit which radically probes the
frontiers of the arts. But one of the main reasons that should be taken into account is
the fact that theatre is still rearranging its resources after having been dislodged from
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its more central position in the arts by the screen media. Eugenio Barba has recently
summarized theatre’s embattled position:

Compared to other forms of spectacle – sport or cinema – theatre proves to be

anachronistic, answering the needs of another age, out of tune with the very flow

of civilization and its other means of communication. The objective of this ‘modern’

civilization is to reach the greatest number of people in the shortest time and as

economically as possible. Theatre is quite the opposite: it involves vast expense, a waste

of resources, both human and material, not to mention the time needed to prepare a

performance that will only be seen by a limited number of spectators.

Quite a few things can be said about this contention,40 one of which is certainly that
it seems wrong to state indiscriminately, on the basis of Barba’s analysis, that theatre –
live dramatic performance – is ‘of another age’ as such; the manifold theatrical activities,
whether subsidized or unsubsidized, that attract the attention of small and large
audiences, and of the media, in many parts of the world cannot simply be dismissed as
‘anachronistic’. On the other hand, it is undeniably true that the position of live dramatic
performance in the field of the arts has been significantly modified, and in many respects
weakened, because of the more competitive conditions in which it operates, principally
due to the rise of film and television. Again, this does not mean that theatre is not
vigorous, or that it has not in some ways even extended its domain – sometimes precisely
because of the new possibilities offered by the artistic developments of the twentieth
century: live shows of pop music have tended to become increasingly theatrical, and
inversely pop stars such as Madonna use their fame to star in live theatre productions.
The structural subsidizing of theatre in the Western world after World War II has also
created new areas for the development of theatre. But on the whole, Barba’s summary
is correct in that it brings out the fact that the position of theatre has undergone
changes which have resulted in a less unique and less central place for this art, mainly
as a result of its separation from the arts that have arisen from the technology of the
camera.

Live dramatic performance has thus been compelled to situate itself in new
conditions, and this repositioning has led to a reassessment of the social potential of
acting as a means of forming (young) people. This function has obviously been employed
before in the history of theatre, for instance in Jesuit schools, and today the use of theatre
in schools also exploits this function, for all the ‘waste of resources’ live performance
generally implies. However, theatresports prominently revaluate this function of theatre,
and are thus a contemporary answer – only one of the contemporary answers, to
be sure – to the changing conditions of live performance in a modern, mediatized
society.

It is not surprising, in these conditions, that theatresports are often not primarily
a professional activity for the players (whereas other public forms of impro tend to be
professional events). Professional theatre is a specialized activity, and as such it has a
definite, usually limited goal: the production of shows that function in the public sphere
of ‘art’ and ‘entertainment’. Theatresports on the contrary are not solely oriented towards
producing an artistic object, since the social effect of the production on the actors (and
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on the audience, as we have already seen) is generally a constituent part of the activity.
The social effect of the act of performing can even be the major goal. It should be added
that this does not change the activity into (professional) education, or therapy; it is
simply often not primarily a specialized activity any more, and thus moves away from
the professional domain, which in ‘developed’ societies consists almost exclusively of
highly specialized activities.41 Now it may seem that this blending of artistic and social
qualities occurs in all amateur theatre; but what is important is that in theatresports the
social function is explicitly revaluated and stressed, for example in the writings of one
of the genre’s foremost practitioners, Johnstone. Moreover, in amateur theatre it is most
often not the performing itself which is supposed to contribute to the forming of the
actors, but the rehearsals, that is, the part of the process that the audience does not see.
In ‘traditional’ amateur theatre, therefore, the social function is only a side effect of a
performance, which can be seen as the major product and which is mostly meant to be
equivalent (or as close as possible) to the specialized ‘artistic’ productions of professional
theatre.

In summary, one could say that theatresports playfully exploit the liveness of
theatre, its immediacy, and retreat from the developed, individualized, mediatized and
specialized society, by energetically turning to account non-mediatized and functionally
unspecialised theatrical communication in short-lived and small-scale communities.
They do so ‘playfully’ and ‘energetically’: there is no pessimism or detachment, on the
one hand, and there is no militancy, on the other hand, in these performances in which
the spirit of negativity and withdrawal or of doctrinal struggle against ‘political systems’
seems to be absent.42 Without wanting to adopt the promotional tone one sometimes
finds in the writings of advocates of this improvisational form, and without wanting to
deny that measured against professional standards, the acting may sometimes be found
deficient, or the character of the scenes found facile; without denying, furthermore,
the failures that can occur in all improvisatory art, and knowing that commercial
exploitation, or even the nonprofessional match, can lead to a slightly spurious, forced
situation, it is possible to call theatresports a jubilant art. For researchers, it may seem
more important to know that theatresports are a significant form in theatre today, since
they reveal much about the current position of live dramatic performance.
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